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Armenian Women Building Faith

By V. Rev. Fr. Daniel Findikyan
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By Dr. Ari Nalbandian

Armenian women have demonstrated their faith over the 
centuries in many powerful ways. Meet six influential Armenian 
women whose rich faith manifested in the construction of 
buildings inside and out of the boundaries of historic Siunik.

While crisis situations continue to afflict our families and assault our 
neighborhoods, the Body of Christ needs to become that unique 
community of humility, patience, and love that God has called us to 
be to bring healing within our church walls and beyond.

One of the most profound promises Jesus gave to his followers was 
that we could experience "abundant life." Not every Christian agrees 
as to what abundant life is, and for some it seems idealistic, out of 
reach, and inconceivable. What did Jesus mean when he said he 
came that we "may have life, and have it abundantly?”

Words and THE WAY

By Dr. Roberta Ervine
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By Dn. Eric Vozzy

Is the House of Medicine, armed with its 21st century technology, 
high-priced potions and white-washed OR’s sufficiently equipped to 
defeat its most formidable foe, Death. Meet one physician whose 
journey from medical school through residency has taught some 
valuable lessons on the gift of healing.
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W hen I applied to medical school, I started a new 
chapter of my life with the grandiose idea that 
through this profession, I could be a beacon of 
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“Code Blue, 3rd floor West. Code Blue, 3rd floor West.” 

God’s healing light to the sick. Like our Lord, I too could 
heal the lame, the blind, the paralyzed, and the lepers. It 
would be my way of living out His words “whatever you did 
for the least of my brothers, you did for me” (Matthew 
25:40). After two years of sitting in a library drowning in 
textbooks wondering if I would ever get to talk to a real 
patient, I finally had my chance to step into the clinical 
world and become God’s weapon against sickness and 
death.

Early in my third year rotations, I vividly remember my 
first day on call. There were three things that separated the 
“on call” from the regulars. First (and my personal favorite), 
every fourth day I could shed my uncomfortable tie and 
dress pants and come to the hospital dressed in bright green 
scrubs and sneakers. Second (and my least favorite), those 
on call were to stay at the hospital until 9pm and process all 
new admissions from the Emergency Room. Lastly, those on 
call were part of the team that responded to the infamous 
“Code Blue”, the call to save a rapidly dying patient. While I 
relished shedding my formal attire for glorified hospital 
pajamas and had the fortitude to begrudgingly endure a few 
extra hours of page-dodging with the resident I was assigned 
to work with, I had no idea what to expect for my first code. 
I sat calmly, trying my best not to look nervous, when 
suddenly the overhead announcer pronounced the words I 

knew would eventually come: “Code Blue, 3rd floor West. 
Code Blue, 3rd floor West.”

Almost instantly, my resident dropped everything she 
was doing, and within seconds we were sprinting through 
the hospital towards the ICU. Under my breath, I prayed 
frantically “zkordzus tserats merots, ooghigh ara ee mez Der” (make 
straight the works of our hands, O Lord) in anticipation of 
what I was about to be thrust into. From the end of the 
hallway I could see a flurry of activity in and out of the 
unfortunate patient in question’s room, with nurses, 
doctors, and residents racing to save him. In an atmosphere 
that was simultaneously frantic yet calm, the chief medical 
resident stood in the eye of the storm, directing the 
organized chaos that surrounded him. Joining me were my 
friends who were also on call from other medical teams, and 
we got in line to perform our rotating 2 minutes of chest 
compressions. When my turn arrived, I was seized by an 
intense and narrow focus: hands one on top of the other, 
palms down, fingers intertwined, dominant hand on the 
bottom, elbows straight, bend at the waist, push 2 inches 
deep allowing for full recoil, all timed to the rhythm of 
“Stayin’ Alive” by the Bee Gees. After almost half an hour 
of continuous cycles of chest compressions, drugs, and 
shocks, the chief resident announced the words we had all 
been waiting for: ROSC (Return of Spontaneous 
Circulation) achieved!  Salutations of a “job well done” were 
passed out to all involved, and we all returned to our previous 
tasks almost as quickly as we had assembled for this one.

CODE BLUE
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CODE BLUE
by Dr. Ari Nalbandian

Soon enough, I no longer dreaded the Code Blue. I 
became a champion chest compressor, and at times even 
looked forward to the announcement of a code to break the 
monotony of my day. Even though as a medical student my 
only job was to do chest compressions, I knew that one day 
I would graduate from foot soldier to general, using my 
brain to steer the sinking S.S. Patient out of the storm of 
death to the shores of life. As a naïve medical student, 
indoctrinated with the idea that our job was to hold back 
death, our mortal enemy, I saw the Code Blue as the most 
dramatic manifestation of this idea: as the patient stood 
precariously at the edge of the chasm of death, these 
doctors and nurses heroically took their last stand against 
the Grim Reaper, even to the point of using their hands to 
literally squeeze blood through the heart and life into the 
body.

However, I soon came to see that responding to a 
cardiac arrest was less like the valiant charge of Teddy 
Roosevelt’s Rough Riders, and more akin to the futile 
charge of the Polish cavalry against Nazi tanks. Few of the 
patients who suffered a cardiac arrest survived, and of those 
who did, the fruit of our labor was a few more days of 
ventilator-assisted existence in the ICU before their already 
deteriorating body inevitably succumbed. In his memoir 
When Breath Becomes Air, Dr. Paul Kalanithi, a promising 
neurosurgery resident who died of advanced lung cancer at 
the conclusion of his seventh and final year of training, says 
“I had started in this career, in part, to pursue death: to 

grasp it, to uncloak it, to see it eye-to-eye, unblinking.” This 
was why I had chosen this path as well, but with the added 
goal of not only uncovering death, but conquering it. Dr. 
Kalanithi reflected his own relationship with death 
throughout his short career, both as a doctor and as a 
patient:“As a resident, my highest ideal was not saving lives
—everyone dies eventually—but guiding a patient or family 
to an understanding of death or illness. In these moments, 
I acted not, as I most often did, as death’s enemy, but as its 
ambassador” (pp 86-87).

Was not medicine the theatre of humanity’s fight to 
push back death, our Custer’s Last Stand writ large against 
an ancient and feared enemy? How could someone in my 
profession ever give ground to death, let alone be its 
ambassador? As Christians, is death something that we 
must fear and resist at all costs?
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As Christians, we have been reassured throughout the 
centuries that death is something that no longer has any 
power over us. Every Easter, our choirs gloriously proclaim 
early in the Soorp Badarak,
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In his letter to the Corinthians, St. Paul declares 
triumphantly, “Death has been swallowed up in victory. Oh 
Death, where is your victory? Oh death, where is your 
sting?” (I Cor 15:54-55). Each day in the hospital, I beheld 
the victory of death as it extinguished life through various 
means: strokes, heart attacks, car accidents, gunshot 
wounds, cancer, and a million other ways. I saw the sting it 
left in the children and spouses of those dragged into the 
abyss, not to mention the sting it left in me as I bore witness 
to it all. It seemed disingenuous to tell a grieving family not 
to fear, for they would behold their loved one at the end of 
time in a new resurrected body, free of cancer and with wide 
open coronaries.

Despite this, I drew comfort in the fact that even our 
Lord recognized the toll of death on His human creatures.  
In the Gospel of John chapter 11 we read: “When Mary 
came to where Jesus was and saw him, she fell at his feet and 
said to him, ‘Lord, if you had been here, my brother would 
not have died.’ When Jesus saw her weeping and the Jews 
who had come with her weeping, he became perturbed and 
deeply troubled, and said, ‘Where have you laid him?’ They said 
to him, ‘Sir, come and see.’ And Jesus wept” (John 11:33-35). 
The creator of the universe, the Ancient of Days, wept at the 
death of his beloved friend, just as any of us would when 
someone we love is taken from us. Even though he was the 
Author of Life, Jesus still felt the emotional toll that physical 
death imparts on us in this world. Hope in the resurrection 
does not prevent us from feeling that pain, but give us hope 
that the anguish we feel now is not the final word. Even 
Lazarus, whom Jesus raised from the dead, eventually died 
again leaving his sister Mary grieving once more.

Christ is risen from the dead! Trampling 
down death by death and granting us life 

through His Resurrection.
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The victory of Christ that St. Paul speaks of in his letter 
to the Corinthians is an eternal victory. Though our world 
is fallen and in decay, what we hope for is the renewal that 
Christ will bring, and has already brought into the world 
through his own death and resurrection. What about those 
who would tell us that we are foolish to hope in such a 
resurrection, as proven by the continuation of physical 
death we see all around us? To these people St. Paul would 
say, “If the dead are not raised, ‘Let us eat and drink, for 
tomorrow we die’. Do not be deceived…What you sow does 
not come to life unless it dies. And as for what you sow, you 
do not sow the body that is to be, but a bare seed….So it is 
with the resurrection of the dead. What is sown is 
perishable, what is raised is imperishable; it is sown in 
dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is 
raised in power; it is sown a physical body, it is raised a 
spiritual body” (I Cor 15:32-45). Christ himself is described 
by St. Paul as the first-fruits of this resurrection, and the 
living proof of what we place our hope in: “When this 
perishable body puts on imperishability, and this mortal 
body puts on immortality, then the saying that is written 
will be fullfilled: “Death has been swallowed up in 
victory” (I Cor 15:54).

Now, as a senior resident in the Emergency 
Department, I have come to have a much deeper 
understanding of Dr. Kalanithi’s sentiment towards death 
and St. Paul’s proclamation of Christ’s victory over it. We as 
physicians have been entrusted with the divine gift of 
healing, but even the most advanced technology in the 
hands of the most competent doctor cannot defeat the 
inevitability of physical death. Our triumph therefore as 
physicians lies not only in holding the hands of a dying 
patient and feeling their pulse return, but also in holding 
the hands of the families of those whose pulses do not 
return and guiding them through the painful mystery of 
death toward the glorious Victory of Christ.

Ari Nalbandian, MD, is a second-year Emergency Medicine resident 
at UMass Medical Center in Worcester, Massachusetts and serves as 

sub-deacon at St. Vartanantz Armenian Apostolic Church               
in Providence, Rhode Island.
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